
Application Note: Construction

Construction Site Security

Construction sites represent a unique security challenge. The presence of temporary fences and security 

huts do little to deter determined intruders and the lack of core services (power, lighting, communications), 

together with a continuously changing environment, mean that traditional CCTV systems are of limited 

effectiveness.

To address these limitations, VPS Site Security has developed the JCB Smart Tower, a rugged,  

fully-integrated CCTV system that can easily be repositioned or extended as the site grows. Monitored 

by VPS’ National Remote Video Response Centre (RVRC), all intruders are recorded and immediately 

challenged by qualified operators. Full standards compliance ensures priority Police response to incidents, 

alternatively clients can opt for VPS Site Security’s own response team. The result is a professional security 

solution that is both more effective and less expensive than on-site guards.

COST SAVINGS EXPLAINED

“A single guard on site over evenings  

and weekends will clock up approximately 

120 hours and cost around £1,000 per  

week. Add in a welfare cabin, generator  

and fuel and the cost can easily rise to 

£1,700 per week.”
VPS Site Security will typically reduce 

security costs by more than 50%.

Proven to reduce construction site crime

No diesel generator required, eliminating noise, 

emissions and expense

No white light pollution, perfect for urban areas

Modular configuration allows adaptation to changing 

site conditions

Extremely cost effective compared to on-site guards

Used by the biggest names in the construction industry

Plant theft & vandalism  
cost the construction 
industry more than  
£1million per week

Additional Administration

Project Delays

Increased Insurance Premiums

Health & Safety Concerns

Cost Overruns

Disruption, Inconvenience



 

On top of the JCB Smart Tower is a vandal-resistant 

pan-tilt-zoom camera which, on alarm, automatically 

turns to the area of intrusion. Powerful infra-red 

illuminators allow the camera to operate in complete 

darkness, perfect for urban sites where white light 

pollution is not permitted.

JCB Smart Tower
The rugged base of the JCB Smart 

Tower houses all the electronics, 

including a digital video recorder 

and the communications and power 

modules. Pneumatic tyres and 

adjustable legs allow rapid, safe 

deployment on almost any terrain, 

whilst the telescopic mast offers a 

maximum elevation of 9m.

JCB Smart Towers typically connect to the National 

RVRC via mobile data networks, allowing VPS Site 

Security operators to view live images and issue 

audio challenges through the public address system. 

The router automatically switches between carriers 

should a network should fail or become congested.  

Wireless passive infra-red (PIR) detectors are set 

to protect the perimeter of the site, as well as 

areas containing high value plant, equipment and 

materials. As soon as an intruder crosses the beam, 

an alarm is transmitted to the JCB Smart Tower and 

onto the VPS National RVRC.

Operating 24/7/365, the VPS National RVRC is 

integral to the company’s security services. The 

facility is accredited to all relevant standards 

and staff are licensed for SIA ACS public space 

CCTV monitoring. Compliance to BS5979 and 

BS8418:2010 ensure priority Police response to 

incidents.
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PROVEN CRIME PREVENTION

n  Late at night, a construction site 
   compound containing valuable cable  
   is protected by a JCB Smart Tower.

All Quiet

n  Intruders detected entering the site.

n  Invisible to the human eye, infra-red 
   illumination makes the scene visible  
   to Smart Tower CCTV cameras.

Intruders Attack

n  VPS operator is alerted and zooms in.

n  Operator speaks live to intruders, Police 
   and security are on their way.

Challenge Accepted

n  Intruders flee empty-handed.

n  Event recorded for investigation.

Crime Prevented

See the whole incident on 
VPS Site Security channel

JCB Smart Towers are available with three, 

generator-free power options that minimise noise, 

cost and pollution compared to diesel:

   Mains and up to 100hrs battery back-up 

   Hydrogen fuel cells providing up to 30 days 

   maintenance-free, zero-emission operation

   Hybrid configuration of the above
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